CLE247 COORDINATOR’S COMMENTS:
Hello all
Our 247th coordinated listening event was by far the best supported of all 19 of our August CLEs
so far - its 51 logs were 5 more than the previous highest way back in August 2011. It wasn’t due
to the end of summertime storms - nearly half of the listeners commented on the bad static from
them. We last concentrated on the 320-344 frequency range at the end of May last year when there
must have also been plenty of static, but each of the NOW-THEN average statistics was much
better this time. Steve in AZ logged 322.0 CI across the Pacific, 10,707 km away on the Chatham
Islands (NZL).
We welcome Ivan (RUS) and thank him for his first CLE log - and welcome back to Robert (NIR)
and Bengt (SWE).
You might be interested in a few comments about the ‘Harvesting’ process - the things that Joachim
and I do with your logs to make the combined CLE results. The ’New Harvester’ (NH) program was
written in Excel by Joachim and has been in use for over two years, replacing my original and hardto-run system that used a combination of QBasic, Access and Excel programs!
In contrast to the old harvester, the NH program is very user-friendly. Whenever possible, Joachim
and I each separately input the CLE logs to our copies of the program. When most of the logs are
‘in’ we compare notes to make sure that we’ve found a log from all of the same listeners.
After the final deadline (usually on the Wednesday morning) for normal CLEs we use a way to
make sure that all of Joachim’s results are virtually identical with mine for everyone. The usual
Excel table that compares THEN and NOW shows distance statistics for each listener. We make
sure that our figures in the NOW columns (shown below in bold), especially the Averages at the
bottom, are identical. If they’re not, one or more of the individual lines will be different, indicating
which listener(s) data needs to be checked so we can find and correct whatever caused the
difference.

The other usually smaller table, for the reporters who only sent a log for this event, is checked in
the same way.
Differences can be due to a missed report, any incorrect NDB Ident or any NDB or reporter
whose location (Locator or Lat./Long.) is different, etc.
If our THEN-NOW tables are identical it is pretty certain that all the other tables in the results are
the same.
I am afraid that, using the old harvester, there must often have been mistakes getting into the
results.
Copy/pasting each log from the reporter’s email into the NH program is a bit tedious, as it has
always been, but after that the NH does its number crunching and making all the Excel results in
the same time that it takes me to make a cup of tea!
Coming CLEs:
CLE248

Fri. Sep.27 - Mon. Sep.30 (special)

CLE249

Fri. Oct. 25 - Mon. Oct. 28 ; (normal)

(The dates are provisional at present)

Good listening, all
Brian
(CLE Coordinator)
ndbcle@gmail.com

